Newly decorated classroom at Mbame primary school
(and Managing Director of boNGO T. Mirovicova with dog Ujeni, who works as a guard at the Umodzi-Mbame center)
Newly decorated classroom at Mbame primary school
Teachers that teach at the respective classroom are choosing what decorations should be on the walls.
Author of the decorations is a local painter Mathyas Funsani.
Volunteers constructing new toilets at the Umodzi-Mbane center (and Education Director of boNGO S. Fuchs with dog Ujeni who works there)
boNGO supports establishment of new libraries at two local primary schools. Run down classroom was painted, doors and windows were fitted, shelves constructed. (Primary school Mbame)
Opening of a second borehole that was drilled with boNGO’s support at Kantimbanya village, close to one of the childcare centers run by Tiyende Pamodzi CBO.